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ABSTRACT:
The generation of T waves in a deep ocean by an earthquake in its epicentral region is often observed, but the

mechanism of the excitation of the acoustic waves travelling horizontally with the speed of sound remains

controversial. Here, the hypothesis is investigated that the abyssal T waves are generated by the scattering of

ballistic sound waves by surface and internal gravity waves in the ocean. Volume and surface scattering are studied

theoretically in the small perturbation approximation. In the 3–50 Hz typical frequency range of the observed T
waves, the linear internal waves are found to lack the necessary horizontal spatial scales to meet the Bragg scattering

condition and contribute appreciably to the T-wave excitation. In contrast, the ocean surface roughness has the

necessary spatial scales at typical sea states and wind speeds. The efficiency of the acoustic normal modes’

excitation at surface scattering of the ballistic body waves by wind seas and sea swell is quantified and found to be

comparable to that of the established mechanism of the T-wave generation at downslope conversion at the

seamounts. The surface scattering mechanism is consistent with key observational features of the abyssal T waves,

including their ubiquity, low-frequency cutoff, presence on seafloor sensors, and weak dependence on the earthquake

focus depth. https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0007283
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I. INTRODUCTION

The T-, or tertiary, phase of an underwater earthquake

is composed of low-frequency acoustics waves, which prop-

agate to long ranges in the underwater waveguide at speeds

close to the sound speed in water and arrive later than P-, or

primary, and S-, or secondary phases, which are due to the

compressional (P) and shear (S) body waves in the seabed,

and later than the seismo-acoustic interface waves.1–4 The T
waves weakly attenuate with the range, travel over very

large distances, and are observed throughout the World

Ocean. They are the most common earthquake sounds in the

ocean and make strong but transient contributions to the

ambient sound field.5,6 A comprehensive review of T-wave

research up to the mid-2000s can be found in Refs. 2, 3, 7,

and 8.

In addition to the hydrophones at various depths in the

water column,9–13 T waves are routinely observed by receivers

on the seafloor in deep water,14–16 which indicates, in agree-

ment with the full-wave numerical modeling,8,12,17–19 that T
waves are not confined in the Sound Fixing and Ranging

(SOFAR) channel. Because the wave speed and absorption in

water are, respectively, smaller and much smaller than in the

Earth’s crust, T waves prove to be the most sensitive and rather

accurate means to detect, characterize, and localize the marine

teleseismic events, including weak intraplate events.9,20–23 In

addition, T waves carry information about the ocean. It was

proposed to use measurements of the temporal variability of

the T-wave travel times to characterize the internal tides and

associated ocean mixing24 and, more recently, for ocean acous-

tic thermometry.25,26

Numerous observations show that the conversion of

seismic energy into guided acoustic waves in the oceanic

waveguide occurs in the vicinity of the earthquake epicenter

and at prominent bathymetric features, which may be

located hundreds of kilometers away from the epicen-

ter.3,9,13,20,27–31 The T-wave amplitudes remain significant

for intermediate-depth earthquakes9,32 and are insensitive to

the water depth.2 T waves from deep-focus earthquakes

with hypocenter depths of hundreds of kilometers have been

also observed.3,14 The conversion mechanism and especially

T-wave excitation in the immediate vicinity of the epicenter

are not well understood.2,8,22 The excitation of acoustic

normal modes at large-scale bathymetric features can be

explained in terms of the downslope conversion and diffrac-

tion of the P and S body waves and/or seismo-acoustic

interface waves by horizontally inhomogeneous bathyme-

try.8,19,33–36 The ubiquitous “abyssal” T waves,9,32,33,37

which are generated near the epicenter of earthquakes under

flat abyssal planes, cannot be attributed to any of these gen-

eration mechanisms. Unlike the trapping of acoustic energy

in the SOFAR channel by the downslope conversion of

steeply propagating sound, the generation of abyssal T
waves does not lend itself to a ray interpretation. It had been

realized early on9,32,37 that a wave scattering mechanism

was required to explain the abyssal T-wave observations.

Johnson et al. discussed the scattering at the ocean surface

and seafloor and volume scattering of sound in the ocean
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among the conceivable generation mechanisms and favored

scattering by the ocean surface.9,32,37 However, their crude

estimates of the generation efficiency were not encouraging.

Keenan and Merriam38 proposed sound scattering from

keels on the undersurface of the ice cover as the mechanism

of generation of abyssal T waves in the Arctic. The idea that

sound scattering at the ocean surface could be an important

mechanism of T-phase generation has been recently revis-

ited by Bottero8 using full-wave, two-dimensional (2-D)

numerical modeling in a scenario with strong, discrete scat-

terers located on the ocean surface.

Following Fox et al.20 and De Groot-Hedlin and

Orcutt,39,40 it is often implied in the current literature3,6,22

that abyssal T waves are generated as a result of wave scat-

tering by the seafloor roughness, specifically due to coupling

between the seismo-acoustic normal modes, which are

directly excited by the seismic source, and the normal

modes comprising the T-phase.41,42 By modeling the scat-

tered waves as the field due to the uncorrelated virtual sound

sources distributed along the seafloor, De Groot-Hedlin and

Orcutt39,40 and Yang and Forsyth22 have successfully repro-

duced the shapes of the envelopes of the observed T-phase

waveforms. However, detailed information about the sea-

floor roughness spectra is rarely if ever available around the

epicenter of abyssal earthquakes with the granularity and at

the spatial scales necessary for the T-phase modeling. To

our knowledge, the amplitude of the resulting T waves has

never been related to the actual seafloor roughness data or

models in a quantitative manner and is shown to be suffi-

cient to explain the observed abyssal T waves.

Here, we examine an alternative hypothesis that the

sound waves coming at steep angles directly from the earth-

quake focus (ballistic body waves) are coupled to the normal

modes of the underwater acoustic waveguide by dynamic

processes in the water column and on the ocean surface.

Specifically, we investigate the generation of abyssal T
waves at the scattering of ballistic sound waves by the ocean

surface roughness, which is the result of the surface gravity

waves, and volume inhomogeneities of the water column,

which are caused by the internal gravity waves. We view

the ocean surface and volume scattering as either comple-

mentary to the seafloor scattering or possibly an alternative

mechanism of the generation of abyssal T waves. Unlike the

seafloor roughness data in the open ocean, extensive infor-

mation on the statistics of the wind waves and sea swell43–45

and internal gravity wave spectra46,47 is available, which

allows one to reach definitive conclusions regarding the sig-

nificance of these generation mechanisms.

T waves are a seismo-acoustic phenomenon with repre-

sentative wave frequencies being very high on the seismic

scale and low for underwater sound. Typically, T waves are

observed in the 1–100 Hz band.2,3 The lower frequencies

dominate the signals from stronger and deeper earthquakes,

whereas the highest frequencies are generated by the weak-

est detected seismic events. Abyssal T waves exhibit higher

frequencies than the T waves generated at the down-slope

conversion.3,32 Therefore, this paper will focus on the

3–50 Hz frequency band that contains most of the abyssal

T-wave energy. The observations indicate the existence of a

low-frequency cutoff in the T-phase spectra; see, e.g.,

Refs. 13, 32, 48, and Ref. 8, p. 59. The low-frequency cutoff

will be related to the T-phase generation process in this paper.

Mathematically, we describe the excitation of abyssal T
waves as scattering from the continuous spectrum into the

discrete spectrum of the seismo-acoustic field. The continu-

ous spectrum is represented here by the body waves, which

are generated by an earthquake and reach the water column

with a modest transmission loss at typical T-phase frequen-

cies below about 40–50 Hz. This process is reciprocal of the

scattering of the normal modes propagating in the oceanic

waveguide by the rough ocean surface and/or volume inho-

mogeneities caused by the internal gravity waves (scattering

from the discrete into the continuous spectrum of the acous-

tic field). In that problem, a part of the scattered energy is

radiated into the seabed and carried away from the wave-

guide, leading to the well-known contribution to attenuation

of the normal modes.49–52

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A

theory of the excitation of acoustic normal modes at the

scattering of a low-frequency body wave by a rough ocean

surface and random volume inhomogeneities is developed

in Sec. II for underwater waveguides with either a fluid or

solid bottom. The efficiency of the T-phase excitation by

ballistic body waves is related to the spectral properties of

the roughness and volume inhomogeneities. The theory is

applied in Sec. III to surface scattering by wind seas with

the Pierson-Moskovitz spectrum and wavetrains of the sea

swell to characterize the frequency spectra, directionality,

and energy of the resulting T waves and the dependence of

the T-phase properties on the earthquake focus depth.

Simple, order-of-magnitude estimates of the T-phase energy

are obtained in Sec. IV A and employed to argue that the

surface scattering of ballistic body waves in the vicinity of

the earthquake epicenter is a significant T-phase generation

mechanism with a strength comparable to that of a seamount

at a moderate distance from the epicenter. Section IV B dis-

cusses the possible extensions of the theory to quantify other

plausible mechanisms of the generation of T waves and

related waves in the atmosphere. Section V summarizes our

findings.

II. T-PHASE GENERATION BY SURFACE AND
VOLUME SCATTERING

A. Scattering of low-frequency sound by the rough
ocean surface

Consider a horizontally stratified ocean of depth H.

Introduce Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z with the vertical

coordinate z increasing downward. The mean position of the

ocean surface is the horizontal plane z ¼ 0, and the seafloor

is located at z¼H (Fig. 1). The epicenter of an earthquake,

which generates T waves, is located in the vicinity of the ori-

gin x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0 of the horizontal coordinates. In addition to

the Cartesian coordinates, we will also use a cylindrical
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coordinate system {r,u,z} with the same z axis. When aver-

aged over the perturbations resulting from the internal grav-

ity waves, the sound speed c in the ocean and water density

q, as well as the density and compressional and shear wave

speeds in the seabed, are functions of z. We disregard the

seafloor roughness and effects of the horizontal inhomoge-

neities of the water column and seabed when considering

the wave scattering by the ocean surface roughness.

The wave heights on the ocean surface are small com-

pared to the acoustic wavelengths at the T-phase frequencies

(longer than 30 m for frequencies below 50 Hz). With a possi-

ble exception for some breaking waves, the slopes of the

ocean surface are small compared to unity. The sound scatter-

ing by such surfaces can be described by the small perturba-

tion method.53,54 Consider the scattering of monochromatic

acoustic waves of frequency x by a stationary (frozen) rough

surface. We will use the complex notation for monochromatic

wave fields, where the time dependence exp(-ixt) of the

acoustic pressure and other quantities is assumed and sup-

pressed. In the first approximation of the small perturbation

method, the acoustic pressure psc in the wave scattered by a

rough pressure-release surface is

psc Rð Þ ¼ �
ð
@p0

@z1

@G R; r1; z1ð Þ
@z1

� �
z1¼0

g r1ð Þ
dr1

q
: (1)

Here, integration is over the mean surface z ¼ 0; r1 is a 2-D

horizontal vector, R is a three-dimensional (3-D) position

vector; p0 is the acoustic pressure in the monochromatic

wave in the absence of surface roughness, i.e., in the

“unperturbed” waveguide with the pressure-release bound-

ary z ¼ 0. The acoustic pressure in the full acoustic field in

water equals psc þ p0; p0 contains the incident wave and the

wave reflected from the flat (horizontal) ocean surface. The

surface elevation g(r) is the vertical deviation of the rough

surface from the mean plane z ¼ 0. Mathematically, the

rough surface is given by the equation z ¼ g(r). Note that

psc ! 0 in the limit g ! 0 of the vanishing roughness. In

Eq. (1), G(R;R1) is the acoustic Green’s function in the

ocean with the flat upper boundary z ¼ 0. The Green’s func-

tion has the meaning of the acoustic pressure at point R due

to a point sound source of the volume velocity located at R1.

In the water column, the Green’s function satisfies the

equation,55

@

@R

1

q
@

@R
G R; R1ð Þ

� �
þ x2

qc2
G R; R1ð Þ ¼ �d R� R1ð Þ;

(2)

as well as the appropriate boundary conditions on the ocean

surface and seafloor. Here, d(R) is the Dirac delta function.

The approximate solution [Eq. (1)] for the scattered wave

describes the single scattering from the rough surface but

accounts for all of the multiple reflections in the ocean with

the horizontal upper boundary.53–55

The physical meaning of Eq. (1) is that in the first

approximation of the small perturbation method, the waves

scattered from the rough ocean surface are described as the

waves generated by a known, distributed sound source in

the ocean with the flat upper boundary. Indeed, the acoustic

pressure in the field generated by the monochromatic sound

sources in an inhomogeneous fluid satisfies the reduced

wave equation,55

r � rp

q

� �
þ x2

qc2
p ¼ ixAþr � F

q

� �
; (3)

where F and A stand for the volume densities of the external

force and volume velocity (i.e., the volume injection rate),

respectively. In terms of the acoustic Green’s function G of

the medium, the solution of the reduced wave equation is

given by55

p Rð Þ ¼
ð

F R1ð Þ
q R1ð Þ �

@G R; R1ð Þ
@R1

� ixA R1ð ÞG R; R1ð Þ
� �

dR1;

(4)

where the integration is over the entire volume occupied by

the sources. The comparison of Eqs. (1) and (4) shows that

in the first approximation of the small perturbation method,

the scattered wave coincides with the field that would be

generated in the medium with the horizontal upper boundary

by external forces with a density of

F r1; z1ð Þ ¼ 0; 0; �g r1ð Þ
@pin

@z1

d z1ð Þ
� �

: (5)

Equation (5) describes an effective vertical external force

applied on the horizontal ocean surface. The effective sound

FIG. 1. (Color online) The geometry of the problem. The ballistic waves

from the earthquake focus scatter at the rough ocean surface and volume

inhomogeneities in the water column, which act as secondary sound sources

and generate guided waves in the oceanic waveguide. The volume inhomo-

geneities are symbolically represented by ovals in the figure. The ocean sur-

face roughness is described by the surface elevation g, which varies with

the horizontal coordinates x and y. The earthquake focus is located at x¼ y
¼ 0 at the depth z¼HþD under the seafloor z¼H.
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source depends on the incident wave and roughness of the

actual ocean surface.

One can also reach the same conclusion that the scat-

tered wave in an inhomogeneous medium is equivalent to

the sound field generated by the effective sound source [Eq.

(5)] on the horizontal boundary by comparing the boundary

condition53,54 pscðr1; z ¼ þ0Þ ¼ �gðr1Þð@pin=@z1Þz1¼0 for

the scattered wave in the first approximation of the small

perturbation method with the discontinuity (jump)55

pðr1; z ¼ þ0Þ � pðr1; z ¼ 0Þ ¼ pðr1; z ¼ þ0Þ ¼ F0zðr1Þ of

the acoustic pressure, which, according to Eq. (3), is caused

by the distribution of the external vertical forces with the

volume density F0zdðzÞ just below a pressure-release bound-

ary z ¼ 0. Here, z ¼ þ0 denotes the points situated below

the boundary z ¼ 0 infinitesimally close to it.

B. Excitation of normal modes at the surface
scattering

In a horizontally stratified oceanic waveguide with a

fluid seabed, the acoustic Green’s function is given by the

sum of normal modes,55,56

G R; R1ð Þ ¼ i

4

X
n
fn zð Þfn z1ð ÞH 1ð Þ

0 nnjr� r1jð Þ

¼
X

n
fn zð Þfn z1ð Þ

exp innjr� r1j þ ip=4ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8pnnjr� r1j

p
� 1þ O

1

nnjr� r1j

� �� �
; (6)

plus a contribution of the continuous spectrum. The latter is

usually negligible at long-range propagation. Here, H0
(1)(•)

is a Hankel function of the first kind of order zero, nn and

fn(z) are the propagation constant and shape function of the

nth normal mode, n ¼ 1,2,…, respectively. The shape func-

tions are normalized by the conditionð1
0

dz

q zð Þ
f 2
n zð Þ ¼ 1: (7)

The shape function fn(z) gives the vertical dependence of the

acoustic pressure in the nth normal mode. When the hori-

zontal separation of the points R ¼ (r,z) and R1 ¼ (r1,z1) is

large compared to the wavelength, the Hankel function can

be replaced by the dominant term of its asymptotic expan-

sion,57 leading to the rightmost side in Eq. (6). With the

points R and R1 located in water, Eq. (6) remains valid in

the waveguide with the stratified solid seabed,58 but instead

of Eq. (7), the normalization condition of the normal mode

shape functions in the fluid-solid waveguide takes the formðH

0

q�1f 2
n dzþ x

nn

ðþ1
H

sxzvz � sxxvxð Þqdz ¼ 1; (8)

where H is the water depths, sxx and sxz are the components of

the stress tensor, and vx and vz are the components of the parti-

cle velocity v ¼ (vx,0,vz) in the seabed in the nth normal mode

with the dependence exp(innx) of its field on the horizontal

coordinates.58 The shape functions fn(z) are real-valued in the

absence of dissipation. The physical meaning of the normaliza-

tion equation (8) is that the modes with the same amplitude

carry the same power flux; the acoustic power flux Jn in a sin-

gle propagating normal mode with pðr; zÞ ¼ afnðzÞHð1Þ0 ðnnrÞ;
where a is a constant, equals Jn ¼ 2ja2j=x.55,56,58

Substitution of the Green’s function [Eq. (6)] into Eq.

(1) for the scattered wave and changing the order of the

summation and integration gives

psc r; zð Þ ¼
X

n

fn zð Þexp �3ip=4ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8pnn

p
q 0ð Þ

@fn

@z

����
z¼0

Qn rð Þ; (9)

Qn rð Þ ¼
ð

dr1

exp innjr� r1jð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jr� r1j

p g r1ð Þ
@p0

@z1

r1; z1 ¼ 0ð Þ;

(10)

provided that nn jr – r1 j � 1. Equation (9) represents the

scattered wave in the waveguide as a sum of the normal

modes, where fn(z) is the dependence of the acoustic pres-

sure on the depth in the nth normal mode. In the summand,

the factor in front of Qn is controlled by the waveguide’s

properties and the receiver depth. The dependence on the

horizontal coordinates of the receiver, the incident wave,

and the properties of the rough surface is described by the

factor Qn [Eq. (10)]. When discussing the scattered wave,

we will refer to Qn as the mode amplitude for brevity.

Equations (9) and (10) show that each normal-mode

component of psc is a result of the interference of the contri-

butions generated by the scattering at different points on the

rough surface. A more intuitive derivation of the normal-

mode representation [Eqs. (9) and (10)] of the scattered

wave is obtained using the concept of the effective sources

of the scattered wave. The surface density of the effective

vertical force on the flat surface of a horizontally stratified

oceanic waveguide is given by Eq. (5). A point source of the

vertical force with Fðr1; z1Þ ¼ ð0; 0; F0dðr1Þdðz1ÞÞ gener-

ates the acoustic field56

p Rð Þ ¼ iF0

4q z1ð Þ
X

n

fn zð Þ
@fn z1ð Þ
@z1

H 1ð Þ
0 nnjr� r1jð Þ (11)

in the waveguide. Here, as in Eq. (6) for the Green’s function,

we disregard the continuous spectrum of the field. Adding the

contributions [Eq. (11)] of the elementary effective sources

located at different points on the boundary, i.e., by calculating

the convolution of the field of a unit vertical force with the

source density Eq. (5), again leads to Eqs. (9) and (10).

Equation (10) can be further simplified in the far field

of the distributed effective source of the scattered wave.

However, the far field assumption proves to be too restric-

tive to be useful in the T-phase excitation problem. For

orientation, with the effective source dimensions of LT

¼ O(10 km) and sound frequency f � 20 Hz the far field

condition r� nn LT
2 requires the range r from the epicenter

to be more than 10 Mm. Here, we will obtain the more rele-

vant and widely applicable results by taking into account
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that the correlation scale of the ocean surface roughness is

much smaller than LT.

As discussed in Sec. III C, the extensive areas on the

ocean surface can contribute to T-phase generation, and we

need to allow for variations of the surface roughness statis-

tics within these areas. Let the ocean surface elevation g(r)

have zero mean and be a locally stationary random func-

tion,53 then hgðrÞi ¼ 0 and

hg r1ð Þg r2ð Þi ¼ C r1 � r2;
r1 þ r2

2

� �
: (12)

Here and below, the angular brackets h�i denote the statisti-

cal average; C has the meaning of the correlation function

of the surface elevations. The characteristic spatial scales

l and L of the variation of the correlation function with

respect to the difference r1 – r2 and centroid 0.5(r1 þ r2)

coordinates satisfy the condition l� L. In the particular case

of the wide-sense stationary random elevations, L!1 and

the correlation function C depends only on r1 – r2. In terms

of the correlation function, the root mean square (rms) sur-

face elevation rg and the roughness spectrum are given by

the equation rg ¼ hg2ðrÞi1=2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cð0; rÞ

p
and

Sg q; rð Þ ¼ 2pð Þ�2
ð

C r1; rð Þexp �iq � r1ð Þdr1: (13)

The spectrum and rms elevation of the surface roughness

gradually vary with the position r.

At the reflection from the random rough surface, mode

amplitudes [Eq. (10)] are also random, and hQnðrÞi ¼ 0. For

the mode amplitude variance from Eqs. (10) and (12), we find

hjQ2
n rð Þji ¼

ð
dr1dr2

exp inn jr� r1j � jr� r2jð Þ½ �ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jr� r1jjr� r2j

p
�C r1� r2;

r1þ r2

2

� �
@p0 r1;0ð Þ

@z

� @p0 r2;0ð Þ
@z

� �	
: (14)

Here and below, the asterisk “*” denotes complex conjuga-

tion. The main contribution to the integral is from such r1

and r2 that jr1 – r2j is on the order of or smaller than the

roughness correlation scale l. When the horizontal separa-

tion r from the epicenter is large compared to the size LT of

the effective source of the scattered wave and r� nn l2, one

can approximate the product jr – r1jjr – r2j with r2 in the

integrand in Eq. (14) and retain in the exponent only linear

terms of the developments,

����r� r1 þ r2

2
6

r1 � r2

2

����
¼
����r� r1 þ r2

2

����6
����r� r1 þ r2

2

����
�1

� r� r1 þ r2

2

� �
� r1 � r2

2
þ O

jr1 � r2j2

j2r� r1 � r2j

 !
;

(15)

of jr – rjj, j ¼ 1,2, in powers of jr1 – r2j. We also assume

that the unperturbed field p0 can be represented as

p0 r; zð Þ ¼ P r; zð Þexp iqin rð Þ � r½ � (16)

in the vicinity of the ocean surface in water. Here, the com-

plex amplitude P and the local horizontal wave vector qin

are gradually varying functions of r, which are little

changed over the distances O(l).
Changing the integration variables in Eq. (14) from r1

and r2 to the difference and centroid position vectors, r1 – r2

and r3 ¼ 0.5(r1þ r2), and using Eqs. (13), (15), and (16), we

obtain a compact expression for the mode amplitude variance,

hjQ2
n rð Þji ¼ 4p2

r

ð
dr3

���� @P r3; 0ð Þ
@z

����
2

Sg nne� qin; r3ð Þ;

e ¼ r� r3

jr� r3j
: (17)

Here, e has the meaning of the unit horizontal vector from an

elementary scatterer to the observation point, and nne is the

horizontal wave vector of the nth mode propagating from r3

to r. For the distant observation points that we consider, it is

close to the unit horizontal vector from the epicenter to the

observation point: e ¼ r�1rþ OðLT=rÞ. Inspection shows

that Eq. (17) is consistent with the more general result, Eq.

(9) in Ref. 59, for the cross-correlation function of the surface

reverberation in the oceanic waveguide.

Integration in Eq. (17) is over the entire horizontal

plane z ¼ 0. The ocean surface area, which significantly

contributes to the normal mode excitation, is controlled by

the decrease in the amplitude of the unperturbed field p0

with the horizontal separation from the epicenter and is

affected by the spatial distribution of the surface roughness.

The integrand is proportional to the average power scattered

into the nth mode in the vicinity of the point (r3,0) on the

ocean surface. The contributions of different points into the

average mode’s power are added incoherently, according to

Eq. (17). The first argument, nne – qin, of the roughness

spectrum, Sg, in the integrand equals the change of the hori-

zontal wave vector of sound at the scattering and corre-

sponds to Bragg’s scattering, which is expected in the first

approximation of the small perturbation method.53,54 We

will use Eq. (17) in Sec. III to investigate the effects on the

T-phase generation of the wind speed, sea swell parameters,

and depth of the earthquake focus.

The acoustic power flux in the T waves can be calcu-

lated by integrating the power flux density over the cylindri-

cal surface r ¼ const. > LT, 0< z <1. At distances r from

the epicenter, which are large compared to the diameter LT

of the region, where the T waves are excited,

rQn 
 innr�1Qnr, according to Eq. (10). Using the normal-

ization condition (8), for the power flux Jn in the nth mode,

we find

Jn ¼
r

16px
1

q
@fn

@z

� �2

z¼0

ð2p

0

jQ2
n r cos u; r sin uð Þjdu (18)
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from Eq. (9). The total power flux is given by the sum of the

contributions Jn [Eq. (18)] of all of the propagating normal

modes. For a random rough surface with the spectrum Sg,

Eqs. (17) and (18) give

hJni ¼
p

4x
1

q
@fn

@z

� �2

z¼0

ð2p

0

� ð
dr3

���� @P r3; 0ð Þ
@z

����
2

� Sg nne� qin; r3ð Þ
�

du; (19)

where e ¼ (cos u,sin u,0). As expected, the power flux is

independent of r as long as the effect of the absorption on

the propagating normal mode is negligible over ranges on

the order of r.

C. Excitation of normal modes at the volume
scattering by internal gravity waves

Consider internal gravity waves propagating in an oth-

erwise horizontally stratified, stationary ocean. The internal

wave-induced currents, u, and variations of the sound speed,

dc, and density, dq, from their unperturbed (background)

values, c(z) and q(z), are horizontally inhomogeneous. The

currents are slow and the environmental perturbations are

weak in the following sense: jdcj þ u� c, dq � q.

Neglecting terms of the second order in the small ratio u/c,

the monochromatic acoustic waves satisfy the following

wave equation55,60 in the horizontally inhomogeneous ocean

with slow currents:

r� rp

q0

� �
þ x2

q0c2
0

pþ 2ix
q0c2

0

u�rp�2i

x
r� 1

q0

X3

j¼1

@p

@xj

@u

@xj

0
@

1
A¼0:

(20)

Here, q0 ¼ q þ dq, c0 ¼ c þ dc, and (x1,x2,x3) ¼ (x,y,z) are

the Cartesian coordinates. The acoustic pressure p ¼ p0

þ psc consists of the acoustic pressure p0 in the horizontally

stratified ocean and the perturbation (scattered wave) psc. In

the water column, p0 satisfies Eq. (20) with u ¼ 0 and q0

and c0 replaced with q and c, respectively.

The scattered wave vanishes when the environmental

perturbations u, dc, and dq vanish. Retaining only the terms

of the first order in the acoustic and environmental perturba-

tions, from Eq. (20), we find

r � rpsc

q

� �
þ x2

qc2
psc ¼ ixAsc þr �

Fsc

q

� �
; (21)

where

Asc ¼
�ixp0

qc2

dq
q
þ 2dc

c

� �
� 2

qc2
u � rp0;

Fsc ¼
dq
q
rp0 þ

2i

x

X3

j¼1

@p0

@xj

@u

@xj
: (22)

The above assumptions correspond to the calculation of the

scattered wave in the single-scattering or (first) Born

approximation. The comparison of Eqs. (3) and (21) shows

that in the Born approximation, the scattered wave can be

viewed as the wave generated in the horizontally stratified

ocean by distributed virtual sources with volume densities

Asc and Fsc [Eq. (22)], respectively, of the volume velocity

and external force. Using Eq. (4) for the field of distributed

sources and Eq. (6) for the Green’s function, we find the

scattered wave in the following form:

psc r; zð Þ ¼
X

n

fn zð Þexp �ip=4ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8pnn

p Vn rð Þ; (23)

where

Vn rð Þ ¼
ð

dr1

exp innjr� r1jð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jr� r1j

p
�
ð

dz1

q

�
xqAsc þ nn

r� r1

jr� r1j
� Fsc

� �
fn

þ i
@fn

@z1

Fscð Þz
�
; (24)

and (Fsc)z stands for the vertical component of the vector

Fsc, defined in Eq. (22). Equation (23) represents the scat-

tered wave as a sum of the normal modes with Vn describing

the dependence of the nth mode amplitude on the horizontal

coordinates.

In small-amplitude or linear internal waves, the sound

speed and density perturbations are proportional to the verti-

cal displacement f of the fluid particles resulting from the

internal wave: dc ¼ a1ðzÞcf; dq ¼ a2ðzÞqf:46 The vertical

velocity u3 of the fluid particles is given by the time deriva-

tive of f, and the horizontal components of the velocity are

related to f by the incompressibility condition r � u ¼ 0:46

In a random field of linear internal waves, let the vertical

displacement f have a zero mean and be a random function,

which is locally stationary in the horizontal plane. Then the

correlation function of the vertical displacements is related

to the spatial spectrum Sf of internal waves as follows:

hf r1; z1ð Þf r2; z2ð Þi ¼
ð

Sf q; z1; z2;
r1þ r2

2

� �
eiq� r1�r2ð Þdq:

(25)

Under these assumptions, the densities of the effective sour-

ces of the scattered sound wave are also zero-mean random

functions, which are locally stationary in the horizontal

plane. Using Eq. (22), the spectra of the random sources can

be related to the spectrum of the vertical displacement of the

fluid particles; importantly, the source spectra have the same

spatial scales as those for Sf.

At the scattering by random internal waves, the mode

amplitudes Vn are random and have zero mean. The calcula-

tion of the variance of the mode amplitude and, particularly,

the reduction of a double integral over the horizontal coordi-

nate to a single integral, is similar to the calculation of

hjQ2
nji in Sec. II B. From Eqs. (16), (22), (24), and (25), we

find that
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hjV2
m rð Þji ¼ 4p2

r

ð
dr3dz1dz2U r3; z1ð ÞU r3; z2ð Þ	

� Sf nme� qin; z1; z2; r3ð Þ;

U r; zð Þ ¼ a2nme � qin � k2 2a1 þ a2ð Þ
� 	 fmP

q
þ a2

q
@P

@z

@fm

@z
:

(26)

Here, the unit horizontal vector e is the same as that in Eq.

(17). For brevity, the contributions of the internal wave-

induced currents into the sound scattering are not included

in Eq. (26). Equations (17) and (26), which describe the var-

iances of the mode amplitudes that are proportional to the

power flux in the respective normal modes resulting, respec-

tively, from the surface and volume scattering, differ by the

additional integration over depths z1 and z2 of the volume

scatterers in Eq. (26). Note that the spatial spectra Sg and Sf

of the surface elevation and vertical displacement due to

internal waves in Eqs. (17) and (26) have the same vector

argument nne – qin, which equals the difference of the hori-

zontal wave vectors of the normal mode and the incident

wave.

Because of the large values of the compressional and

shear wave speeds around the earthquake focus, the

earthquake-generated incident waves propagate at steep

grazing angles in the water column; see Sec. III C for

details. Therefore, jnne – qinj � nn. The internal wave spec-

trum peaks around a 5 km horizontal wavelength, while the

minimum and maximum internal wave wavelengths in

the ocean are about 0.5 km and 50 km, respectively.46 In the

3–50 Hz frequency range of the observed T waves, the

horizontal wavelength 2p/nn of the acoustic normal modes

ranges from about 30 to 500 m. Hence, the internal wave

spectrum in the integrand in Eq. (26) has negligibly small

values. The short-wave tail of the internal wave spectrum

can possibly contribute to the generation of the lowest-

frequency T waves away from the earthquake epicenter. In

other words, the internal wave field lacks the relatively short

horizontal scales (<500 m) that are required for the Bragg

scattering of the earthquake-generated body waves into nor-

mal modes of the underwater waveguide. As discussed

below, the ocean surface roughness spectrum is rich in the

spatial scales required for the Bragg scattering into normal

modes and, therefore, efficiently contributes to the T-phase

generation.

III. CONTRIBUTIONS OF WIND SEAS AND SEA
SWELL INTO THE T-PHASE GENERATION

A. T-phase excitation due to wind seas

The dependence of the ocean surface roughness on the

wind speed and fetch have been studied extensively, which

allows for a reliable prediction of the T waves generation at

the scattering by the sea surface roughness. Here, we use a

simple Pierson-Moskovitz model43,44 of the fully developed

wind seas to investigate the dependence of the amplitudes of

the normal mode components of the scattered acoustic wave

on its frequency, wind speed, and direction of propagation

of the incident wave.

The Pierson-Moskovitz spectrum43,44 of the random

surface elevation g is given by the following equations:

Sg q; rð Þ ¼ W qð ÞDW q;wð Þ;
ðp

�p
DW q;wð Þdw ¼ 1;

(27)

W qð Þ ¼
0:024

q4
exp � 0:74g2

q2U4

 !
: (28)

Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity and U is the wind

speed measured at a height of 19.5 m above the sea surface.

The factor DW describes the directionality of the surface

waves; q¼ q (cos w,sin w,0) is the wave vector of the

waves, and the angle w indicates the vector q direction. The

wind speed may gradually change along the ocean surface:

U¼U (r), and W and DW in Eqs. (27) and (28) depend on r

via U. In the wind waves with the Pierson-Moskovitz spec-

trum, the spectral peak is located at qp ¼ 0:70gU�2, and the

rms surface elevation is rg ¼ 0:13U2=g: The wave height

rapidly increases, and the spectrum peak shifts toward the

longer waves when the wind speed increases [Fig. 2(a)].

According to Eq. (28), the spectrum falls off very rapidly

(exponentially) as the surface wave wavelength becomes

longer than that at the spectrum peak, i.e., at q < qp. The

spectrum decrease is much slower for the short gravity

waves, i.e., at q > qp [Fig. 2(a)]. Because of the Bragg scat-

tering condition, these properties of the wind wave spectrum

are directly reflected in the spectrum of the abyssal T waves

and its wind dependence.

The rms amplitude hjQ2
nji

1=2
of the nth normal mode

component of the T-phase field is given by Eq. (17). Figure

2(b) illustrates the wind dependence of the T-phase energy

in terms of the contribution to the acoustic power flux in a

normal mode from a unit area of the sea surface above the

earthquake focus. In this geometry, the horizontal wave vec-

tor of the incident wave qin ¼ 0 on the right side of Eq. (17).

Then, the directionality of the T-phase radiation is given by

the factor DW in the wind wave spectrum [Eq. (27)].

Equation (18) shows that the wind speed dependence of the

acoustic power flux in the T wave is obtained by the inte-

grating (or averaging) of jQ2
nj over the T-wave propagation

direction. In Fig. 2(b), we show the mode amplitude

squared, jQ2
nj; which is averaged over the statistical ensem-

ble of fully developed wind waves. It is also averaged over

the T-wave propagation direction for a given wind direction

or, equivalently, over the wind direction for a given receiver

position. On the other hand, it follows from Eq. (27) that

after averaging over the wind direction, hjQ2
nji is given by

Eq. (17), where Sgðnne� qin; r3Þ is replaced with Wðjnne

�qinjÞ in the integrand. Hence, the result is independent of

the surface wave directionality DW and its dependence on q
in Eq. (27). Because averaging over the wind direction is

equivalent to integration over the receiver azimuth, the

acoustic power flux in the T waves is also independent of
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DW at the normal incidence of the ballistic waves. The

numerical values of the sound frequency f, indicated in Fig.

2(b), refer to the mode with the nominal phase speed cn of

1500 m/s. For a generic mode dispersion relation cn ¼ cn(f),
the frequency f should be rescaled to (1500 m/s)f/cn(f).

The T-phase amplitude rapidly increases with the wind

speed for the weak and moderate winds and saturates at very

high wind speeds [Fig. 2(b)]. The higher acoustic frequen-

cies are more readily excited by weaker winds and saturate

at smaller wind speeds. For an incident wave with a white

spectrum, the higher acoustic frequencies dominate in the T-

phase spectrum at low wind speeds, whereas the low fre-

quencies prevail at strong winds. The abyssal T-phase

energy and spectrum can be very sensitive to the wind

speed. Away from the saturation regime, a drastic 40 dB

increase in the narrowband mode amplitude requires an

increase in the wind speed of just a few meters per second

[Fig. 2(b)].

The spectrum of T waves at different wind speeds is fur-

ther illustrated in Fig. 3. Figure 3 shows the mode amplitude

squared, jQ2
nj; which is averaged over the statistical ensem-

ble of fully developed wind waves and the wind direction.

Therefore, the result is independent of the wind waves direc-

tionality, which is described by the factor DW(q,w) in Eq.

(27). Similar to Fig. 2(b), Fig. 3(a) refers to the T-phase gen-

eration at the normal incidence of the ballistic waves from

the earthquake focus. Figure 3(a) shows a steady increase in

the normal mode amplitudes with the wind speed in the

entire range of T-phase frequencies. The most distinctive

feature of the predicted T-phase spectra is a sharp low-

frequency cutoff. At low acoustic frequencies, the Bragg

scattering into proper normal modes of the underwater

waveguide requires long wind waves with their wave vector

matching the horizontal wave vector of the acoustic normal

mode; see Eq. (17). For instance, the resonance scattering

into the modes at 5 Hz occurs at the surface gravity waves

with wavelengths of about 300 m. Thus, the low-frequency

acoustic cutoff reflects the sharp drop in the wind wave

spectrum at q < qp. The cutoff shifts to lower acoustic fre-

quencies and the T-phase spectrum broadens when the wind

speed increases [Fig. 3(a)].

The frequency dependence of the efficiency of the T-

wave generation by the scattering of obliquely incident

waves is qualitatively similar to but quantitatively different

from the case of normal incidence. This is illustrated in Fig.

3(b). At points on the ocean surface away from the earth-

quake epicenter, the T-phase is generated with different

amplitudes in different horizontal propagation directions

even after averaging over the wind direction [Fig. 3(b)]. For

obliquely incident waves, the wind waves of different wave-

length are responsible for the T waves propagating in differ-

ent azimuthal directions; see Eq. (17). When the incident

wave and T wave propagate in opposite horizontal direc-

tions, the low-frequency cutoff shifts somewhat toward the

lower frequencies; when the propagation directions are the

same, there is a more significant shift toward the higher fre-

quencies [Fig. 3(b)].

In addition to the frequency dependence of the genera-

tion efficiency of each normal mode, illustrated in Fig. 3,

the T-phase spectrum at a distant receiver is influenced by

the number of propagating modes, which increases with the

frequency, frequency-dependent transmission losses caused

by the sound attenuation, and the spectrum of the seismic

source.

B. T-phase excitation due to the swell

Statistically, the wave height and surface gravity wave

energy are dominated by the sea swell rather than wind

waves almost everywhere in the World Ocean.45 We argue

below that the swell is also expected to dominate in the gen-

eration of abyssal T waves.

The sea swell is generated by very strong winds in dis-

tant storms. Because of the pronounced dispersion of the

surface gravity waves in deep water, the swell is observed at

large distances from its source as a wavetrain of long gravity

waves with nearly identical wavelengths. A typical width of

FIG. 2. (Color online) The dependence of the abyssal T-phase mode amplitude on the wind speed. (a) The azimuthally averaged Pierson-Moskovitz spec-

trum of the wind waves as described by Eq. (28) is shown as a function of the surface gravity wave wavenumber q and wind speed U at 19.5 m above the sea

surface; W0 ¼ 1 m4. (b) The root mean square (rms) amplitude of a normal mode of the T-waves generated by scattering on the wind seas in a unit area above

the earthquake focus is shown for four frequencies: 5 Hz (1), 10 Hz (2), 20 Hz (3), and 40 Hz (4), and the mode phase speed of 1500 m/s. The mode ampli-

tude is arbitrarily normalized assuming a frequency-independent acoustic pressure amplitude in the earthquake-generated incident wave.
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a wavetrain is several tens of wavelengths across the wavefronts

with an even longer extent along the wavefronts.61 Thus, ocean

surface elevations due to the swell have a much larger correla-

tion length then the surface roughnesses caused by wind waves.

This difference has a major effect on the scattering of low-

frequency sound. Although wind waves can be modeled as a

random wave field, it is more appropriate to model a snapshot

of the sea swell in an area of several and perhaps a few tens of

kilometers as a deterministic wave field.

Unlike wind waves, there are no widely accepted swell

models. We will use the following simple, idealized model

to illustrate the distinctive features of the T-phase generation

at the sound scattering by the swell. At the time of an earth-

quake, let the surface elevation g in a swell wavetrain be

g x;yð Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

rg yð Þsin lx� lx0ð Þ; jx� x0j< L=2; (29)

in a region of width L in the direction of the swell propaga-

tion, which is chosen as the x coordinate axis; g ¼ 0 at jx
– x0j � L/2. A large, integer number of swell wavelengths

2p/l fits in the band jx–x0j � L/2, and g(x,y) is a continuous

function of the horizontal coordinates. The rms surface ele-

vation rg is a gradually varying function of y and tends to

zero at jy – y0j ! 1 such that the energy of the wavetrain is

finite. The center of the swell wavetrain is at the point

(x0,y0,0), which can be located either at the earthquake epi-

center (0,0,0) or away from it.

At the scattering of the ballistic sound waves [Eq. (16)] at

the ocean surface with the surface elevations g [Eq. (29)], Eq.

(10) for the amplitude of a T-phase modal component becomes

Qn rð Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p ðx0þL=2

x0�L=2

dx1 sin lx1 � lx0ð Þ

�
ð1
�1

dy1

exp innjr� r1j þ iqin � r1ð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jr� r1j

p
� rg y1ð Þ

@P r1; 0ð Þ
@z

; (30)

where the 2-D horizontal position vector r1 ¼ (x1,y1). In the

integral over y1 in Eq. (30), the integrand contains a rapidly

varying exponential and slowly varying functions rg, qin

¼ (qin1,qin2,0), and @P/@z. The integral can be calculated by

the method of stationary phase.55 Disregarding the small

derivatives of qin2, the equation for the stationary point55 y1

¼ y1s becomes

y� y1sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� x1ð Þ2 þ y� y1sð Þ2

q ¼ qin2

nn
: (31)

For any observation point at jx – x0j > L/2, the integrand has

a single stationary point. By approximating the integral over

y1 in Eq. (30) by the contribution of the stationary point,55

we obtain

Qn rð Þ ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pnn

p
eip=4

ðx0þL=2

x0�L=2

sin lx1 � lx0ð Þrg y1sð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n � q2
in2

q
� @P x1; y1s; 0ð Þ

@z
exp

�
i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n � q2
in2

q
jx� x1j

þ iqin1x1 þ iqin2y

�
dx1: (32)

Assuming a negligible variation of rg, qin, and @P/@z
with x1 within the swell wavetrain, the integral on the right

side of Eq. (32) is easily calculated, and we obtain

Qn rð Þ ¼ 2eip=4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pnn

n2
n � q2

in2

s
@P

@z
rgL

sin Y2

Y2

� sin Y1

Y1

� �

� exp i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n � q2
in2

q
jx� x0j þ iqin2y

� �
; (33)

where

Yj ¼ qin1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n � q2
in2

q
x� x0

jx� x0j
þ �1ð Þjl

� �
L

2
; j ¼ 1;2:

(34)

FIG. 3. (Color online) The dependence of the amplitude of a modal component of the T-wave, which is generated by scattering on the fully developed wind

seas, on sound frequency and the mode propagation direction. (a) The frequency dependences of the rms amplitude of a normal mode, which is generated by

scattering in a unit area above the earthquake focus, are shown for six wind speeds: 5 m/s (1), 10 m/s (2), 15 m/s (3), 20 m/s (4), 25 m/s (5), and 30 m/s (6).

(b) The rms amplitude of a normal mode is shown for the scattering in a unit area above the earthquake focus (1) and away from the epicenter (2–4), where

the grazing angle of the earthquake-generated incident wave is 60 at the depth, where c(z) ¼ cm. The horizontal propagation directions of the mode and inci-

dent wave are either opposite (2), the same (3), or orthogonal (4). The solid and dashed lines refer to the wind speeds of 15 m/s and 8 m/s, respectively. A

nominal value of 1500 m/s is assumed for the mode phase speed cm.
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Equations (33) and (34) give the normal mode amplitudes in

the abyssal T waves due to the swell at the observation

points at jx – x0j > L/2, i.e., outside of the swell wavetrain.

The Bragg scattering condition and the narrowband,

quasiperiodic nature of the surface elevation in the swell

wavetrains combine to produce the rather different depen-

dence of the T-phase energy on the mode frequency and

propagation direction than in the case of the wind waves

[cf. Figs. 2(b) and 3 with Fig. 4]. Figure 4 illustrates the

predictions of Eqs. (33) and (34). At a given sound fre-

quency and normal mode propagation direction, a swell

wavetrain most efficiently generates the mth normal mode

at a specific grazing angle v of the ballistic wave [Fig.

4(a)], where the secondary peaks in v give T waves that are

weaker by tens of dB [Fig. 4(a)]. The contrast between the

main and subsequent peaks is controlled by the parameter

lL� 1. The resonance value of the grazing angle v
depends on the wavetrain position relative to the epicenter

via the angle between the azimuthal directions of the swell

and ballistic wave propagation [Fig. 4(a)]. For the

sound frequency and swell wavelength (10 Hz and 200 m)

in Fig. 4(a), the resonance excitation occurs for the

wavetrains away from the epicenter, where v is between

about 47 and 78.
The T-phase spectrum and, in particular, the frequency

at which a normal mode is resonantly generated, depend on

the propagation directions of the ballistic wave and sea

swell. It is illustrated in Fig. 4(b), where the mode amplitude

is shown as a function of the frequency and grazing angle of

the ballistic wave, when the sea swell travels at a 45 angle

to qin. In terms of the variables Yj introduced in Eq. (34), a

resonance occurs when either Y1 ¼ 0 or Y2 ¼ 0. The T-phase

spectrum and resonance frequency for each normal mode

also depend on the swell wavelength ksw ¼ 2p/l. The longer

ksw favors excitation of the lower-frequency T waves ([Figs.

4(c) and 4(d)]. The same swell wavetrain generates lower-

frequency T waves when it is located around the epicenter

[Fig. 4(c)] than when it is located away from the epicenter

[Fig. 4(d)]. If the sea swell with the same wavelength and

propagation direction is present in a large area with a dimen-

sion comparable to the hypocenter depths, the resonantly

excited normal mode is received at different frequencies at

the observation points, which are located at different azi-

muthal directions from the epicenter. According to Eq. (34),

FIG. 4. (Color online) The generation of T waves at the scattering of ballistic waves from an earthquake by a wavetrain of sea swell. (a) The dependence of

the amplitude of a normal-mode component of the T wave on the grazing angle v of the incident wave at the location of the swell wavetrain and the angle w
between the azimuthal directions of propagation of the incidence waves and swell. The sound frequency is 10 Hz. The swell wavelength ksw ¼ 200 m. (b)

The variation of the normal mode amplitude with the grazing angle of the incident waves and sound frequency when the angle between the azimuthal direc-

tions of propagation of the incidence waves and swell is 45. The swell wavelength ksw ¼ 200 m. (c) The dependence of the acoustic mode amplitude on the

sound frequency and the wavelength of swell at normal incidence for vertically propagating ballistic waves. (d) The same as in (c) but for the swell wave-

train located away from the earthquake epicenter, v ¼ 60, w ¼ 45. A common but otherwise arbitrary normalization of the acoustic mode amplitude is

used in all of the panels. The width of the swell wavetrain in the direction of its propagation equals 20 swell wavelengths. A nominal value of 1500 m/s is

assumed for the phase speed cm of the acoustic normal mode. The numerical values of the grazing angle of the earthquake-generated incident waves refer to

the depth, where c(z) ¼ cm.
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note also that any swell wavetrain resonantly scatters the

ballistic waves of the compressional and shear-wave origin

in different azimuthal directions and at different

frequencies.

According to Eqs. (33) and (34), the magnitude squared

of the amplitude of the nth normal mode generated at the

scattering by the sea swell is

jQ2
nj ¼

32p3nn

n2
n� q2

in2

����@P

@z

����
2����U qin1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n� q2
in2

q
x� x0

jx� x0j

� �����
2

;

(35)

where

U q1ð Þ ¼
iLrg

23=2p
e�iq1x0

sin Y

Y

����
Y¼ q1þlð ÞL=2

Y¼ q1�lð ÞL=2

(36)

is the one-dimensional wavenumber spectrum of the surface

elevation due to the swell [Eq. (29)] viewed as a function of

x. We show below that the same result for jQ2
nj can be for-

mally obtained from the results, which have been derived in

Sec. II B for the random sea surface roughness, if one uses

Sg q1; q2ð Þ ¼
8p
L
jU q1ð Þj2d q2ð Þ (37)

for the swell power spectrum in Eq. (17). Here, d(�) denotes

the Dirac delta function. It originates from the surface eleva-

tion being independent of the coordinate y. We assume,

here, that rg is independent of the coordinates. We will also

assume for simplicity that the variations of qin and @P/@z in

the incident wave are negligible within the swell wavetrain.

In the integrand on the right side of Eq. (17), q2

¼ nnðy� y3Þjr� r3j�1 � qin2 and q2 ¼ 0 when y3 ¼ y1s; see

Eq. (31). Then, jr� r3j ¼ jx� x3jð1� n�2
n q2

in2Þ
�1=2

and

d q2ð Þ ¼
���� @@y3

nn
y� y3

jr� r3j
� qin2

� �����
�1

d y3 � y1sð Þ

¼ n2
njx� x3j

n2
n � q2

in2


 �3=2
d y3 � y1sð Þ: (38)

Inserting Eqs. (37) and (38) in the integrand in Eq. (17) and

integrating first over y3 and then over x3, gives Eq. (35).

Note that this derivation of Eq. (35), like Eq. (17), applies in

the far field with respect to the correlation scale of the sea

surface roughness. This is a very significant limitation in the

case of the swell. No such assumption was made in the deri-

vation of Eq. (33), which is applicable everywhere outside

of the swell wavetrain itself.

To elucidate the relative significance of the wind seas

and swell in the abyssal T-wave problem, let us compare the

acoustic power fluxes Jn in the normal modes generated at

sound scattering by two types of ocean surface roughness in

the same area jx – x0j � L/2 of the ocean surface. For sim-

plicity, we will disregard the dependence of @P/@z on x and

the variation of qin and the wind wave spectrum with coordi-

nates within the area that contributes the most to the scatter-

ing. Then, Eq. (19) gives

hJni ¼
p2E

2x
L~Sg; E ¼ 1

q
@fn
@z

� �2

z¼0

ðþ1
�1

���� @P

@z

����
2

dy (39)

for the wind seas. Here, ~Sg is the value of the wind wave

spectrum at some point within the integration domain in Eq.

(19). [Equation (39) follows immediately from application

of the first mean value theorem for integrals to the right side

of Eq. (19).] ~Sg in Eq. (39) can be viewed as a weighted

average of the spectrum Sg over the horizontal direction of

the mode propagation within the interval jnn – qinj < q < nn

þ qin of the wavenumbers q of the wind seas. This interval

contains all of the possible q ¼ jnne – qinj in the integrand in

Eq. (19). When the peak q ¼ qp of the wave spectrum lies

within the interval jnn – qinj < q < nn þ qin,
~Sg � q�2

p r2
g=2p, according to Eqs. (27) and (28); ~Sg is small

otherwise.

For the scattering by the swell, the acoustic power flux

in a normal mode can be calculated by integrating the x
component of the acoustic power flux density along the ver-

tical planes x � x0 ¼ const. > L/2 (toward increasing x) and

x � x0 ¼ const. < �L/2 (toward decreasing x). Similar to

the derivation of Eq. (18), from Eqs. (9) and (33), we find

Jn ¼
nnL2

16x n2
n � q2

in2


 � 1

q
@fn
@z

� �2

z¼0

�
ðþ1
�1

r2
g

sin Y2

Y2

� sin Y1

Y1

� �2���� @P

@z

����
2

dy (40)

for the power flux toward increasing x. Y1,2 in Eq. (40) are

given by Eq. (34) with (x – x0)/jx – x0j ¼ 1. The power flux

toward decreasing x is given by the same Eq. (40) but now

with (x – x0)/jx – x0j ¼ �1 in Eq. (34) for Y1,2.

The resonant excitation of the nth acoustic normal

mode at the scattering by the swell occurs when one of the

four conditions, qin16

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2

n � q2
in2

q
6l ¼ 0, is met. Then, one

of the Y1,2 values in Eq. (40) is zero. Near the resonance fre-

quency [more specifically, as long as jY1;2j is either small or

O(1)], the term in parenthesis in the integrand on the right

side of Eq. (40) is O(1), and Jn � EL2r2
g=8xnn: Note that Jn is

proportional to L2 because of the coherent scattering of sound

by the swell wavetrain. Away from the resonance frequencies,

when all jYjj � 1, Jn decreases by the factor on the order of

l2L2� 1. For the contribution of the wind seas, Eq. (39) gives

hJni � pELr2
g=2xn2

n when the peak of the wind wave spec-

trum fully contributes to generation of the nth normal mode.

As expected, hJni is proportional to the area occupied by the

surface roughness and, hence, L at the incoherent scattering of

sound by the random surface waves.

Aside from the roughly estimated numerical factors in

the vicinity of the resonance frequencies, the energy of the

swell contribution to the T-phase exceeds the maximum
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contribution of the wind waves with the same wave heights

by the factor nnL� 1. Thus, T waves caused by the swell

can dominate over the wind-wave contribution in the narrow

frequency bands not only in specific directions but also in

the azimuthally integrated power flux, even when the local

winds are strong and the peak of the wind wave spectrum qp

� l. However, according to Eq. (40), only a narrow vicinity

df � c/L of the resonant frequency contributes significantly

to the energy of the sound scattered by the swell, and the

broadband acoustic power fluxes resulting from the scatter-

ing by the wind waves and swell with the same wave heights

prove to be comparable.

C. Dependence of T-phase energy and duration on the
hypocenter depth

The calculation of the T-wave spectrum with Eqs. (17)

and (33) requires knowledge of the distribution of the wind

speed and sea swell in an area around the earthquake epicen-

ter as well as a model of the ballistic waves generated by the

earthquake. In this section, we use a basic model of the sea-

bed and simplified, semiquantitative versions of the theoreti-

cal results for the mode amplitudes to estimate the

dimensions of the area of the ocean surface, where T waves

are generated, and understand the variation of the abyssal

T-phase duration and energy with the depth of the earth-

quake focus. For these estimates, the seabed is modeled as a

homogeneous solid half-space with the density and elastic

parameters of the Earth’s crust near the earthquake focus,

and a compact, directional seismic source is supposed to be

located at the focus. For orientation, cl ¼ 8 km/s, ct ¼ 4 km/s,

and M ¼ 3 can serve as the representative values of the com-

pressional and shear wave speeds and the ratio of the densi-

ties of Earth’s crust and sea water, respectively. The

hypocenter (focus) of the earthquake is at the point

(0,0,HþD) at a depth D below the seafloor (Fig. 1). The

source will be characterized by the frequency-dependent

amplitudes AP and ASV and corresponding directional factors

BP(h, u) and BSV(h, u) of the compressional (P) and verti-

cally polarized shear (SV) waves that are radiated by the

earthquake. Horizontally polarized shear waves in the crust

do not contribute to the acoustic field in water.62 By defini-

tion, jBPj � 1 and jBSVj � 1. When considering the incident

waves that are scattered at the ocean surface, we focus on

the ballistic waves arriving directly from the source and dis-

regard the weaker arrivals, which reach the ocean surface

and are scattered after previously undergoing surface and

bottom reflections.

The parameters of the incident acoustic wave, which is

scattered by the rough ocean surface, affect the wind-wave

contribution to the T-phase mode amplitudes [Eq. (17)] via

@P/@z and qin. The amplitude and angle of incidence of the

incident wave vary along the ocean surface. With the wind

waves being independent from the focal depth and other earth-

quake properties, after averaging over the wind speeds and

directions, Eq. (17) can be written as hjQ2
nji ¼ 4p2r�1hSgiW;

where

W ¼
ð
j@P r3; 0ð Þ=@zj2dr3: (41)

The average hSgi of the wind wave spectrum is largely

insensitive to the angle of incidence of the ballistic waves

from the earthquake. For instance, it follows from Eqs. (27)

and (28) that hSgi � q�2
p r2

g=2p and is controlled by the rep-

resentative wind speed alone when the peak of the wind

wave spectrum contributes to the T-phase generation.

Hence, the effect of the earthquake parameters on the T-

phase generation is characterized by the surface integral W
in Eq. (41).

Averaging Eq. (40) over the swell wavelength and

wavetrains’ location and propagation direction shows that W
[Eq. (41)] also encapsulates the effect of the incident wave

on the T-phase generation caused by the sound scattering by

the sea swell.

For the steep angles at which ballistic waves from the

earthquake propagate in the water column, variations of the

sound speed in water with the depth are insignificant.

The sound speed c and density q in water will be assumed

constant in the analysis of the ballistic waves. Then, using

the results for the spherical wave transmission through a

plane interface of two homogeneous media,55 we find

@P r; 0ð Þ
@z

¼ � ix
c

APBP hl;uð ÞTl hlð Þ

� sin hl

r

�
D

cos3hl
þ cH

cl cos3h

� �" #1=2

� exp ix
D

cl
cos hl þ

H

c
cos h

� �
� alD

cos hl

� �
(42)

at the point r¼ r(cos u,sin u,0) on the ocean surface.

Equation (42) describes the contribution of the compres-

sional waves in the seabed and is obtained in the ray approx-

imation. Here, h and hl are the incidence angles (i.e., the

angle that the ray makes with the z axis) in the ocean and

seabed, respectively; al denotes the attenuation coefficient

of the compressional waves, and Tl is the plane wave trans-

mission coefficient of the compressional waves at the sea-

floor. The incident angles are related by Snell’s law and can

be found from the equations

c�1 sin h ¼ c�1
l sin hl; r ¼ H tan hþ D tan hl: (43)

When r increases from zero to infinity, hl increases from

zero to p/2, according to Eq. (43), whereas h increases from

zero to arcsin(c/cl). The horizontal wave vector qin, which

enters Eqs. (16), (17), and (33), is qin ¼ xc�1sin h(cos u,sin

u,0).

The contribution of the shear waves in the seabed into

@P/@z at the ocean surface is given by equations similar to

Eqs. (42) and (43), except the SV wave source amplitude

ASV, directional factor BSV, and attenuation coefficient at

should be used instead of AP, BP, and al, respectively.
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The transmission coefficient Tt of the SV waves replaces Tl

in Eq. (42). In addition, the shear wave speed ct and inci-

dence angle ht should be used instead of cl and hl, respec-

tively, in Eqs. (42) and (43). Because cl > ct, it follows from

Eq. (43) that at any r > 0, the ballistic waves resulting from

the compressional waves in the seabed arrive at the sea sur-

face at steeper angles than the ballistic waves resulting from

the shear waves radiated by the earthquake.

In the case of fluid–fluid interfaces, the transmission

coefficient62

Tl hlð Þ ¼ 2c cos hl= c cos hl þMcl cos hð Þ: (44)

At a solid–fluid interface, Tl and Tt are given by more cum-

bersome equations,62 but as in Eq. (44), Tl is proportional to

cos hl and vanishes when hl ! p/2, whereas Tt is propor-

tional to cos ht and vanishes when ht ! p/2; see Eqs.

(4.2.37)–(4.2.42) in Ref. 62. These properties of the trans-

mission coefficients ensure that the areas far from the epi-

center contribute little to the T-wave generation. The

transmission coefficients Tl (hl) and Tt (ht) have O(1) values

for all real hl and ht, respectively; Tt (0)¼ 0 and Tt (0) is

nonzero.

Because the ballistic waves originating from the com-

pressional and shear waves in the seabed have distinct hori-

zontal wave vectors qin, the integral W in Eq. (41) should be

calculated separately for these incident waves. [The qin val-

ues are close at near-normal incidence of the ballistic waves,

which occurs in the vicinity r�HþD of the epicenter.

However, because Tt (0)¼ 0, the amplitude is then negligi-

ble of the incident wave caused by the SV waves in the bot-

tom, and interference of the two incident waves has no

effect on the T-wave generation.] For the compressional

wave contribution from Eqs. (41)–(43), we find

WP ¼
����xc AP

����
2 ðp

�p

du
2

ðp=2

0

jBP hl;uð ÞTl hlð Þj2

� exp � 2alD

cos hl

� �
sin 2hl dhl: (45)

Equation (43) has been used to change the integration vari-

able in Eq. (41) from r3 to hl. The result for the contribution

W SV of the shear waves in the seabed differs from Eq. (45)

by the obvious change of notations, which has been dis-

cussed above for Eq. (42).

Note that Eq. (45) does not contain the ocean depth H.

The hypocenter depth D enters Eq. (45) only via the expo-

nential term that describes the wave attenuation in the solid

bottom. Thus, our estimates show that the energy of the

abyssal T waves is independent of the ocean depth and

insensitive to the hypocenter depth at such frequencies

where the wave energy dissipation is weak. This finding is

not restricted to the basic ocean and Earth’s crust model that

we consider and by changing the integration variables to ray

launch angles, can be extended to the stratified seabed as

long as the ray-theoretical description of the ballistic waves

remains applicable.

The independence or lack of sensitivity of the abyssal

T-wave energy to H and D appears counterintuitive at first.

Indeed, according to Eq. (42), the amplitudes of the incident

waves on the ocean surface rapidly decrease with increasing

H and D. However, the decrease in the amplitude is compen-

sated by an increase in the ocean surface area that contrib-

utes to the T-wave generation. For instance, if H and D are

increased by the same factor b > 1 and the ray launch angle

hl (or ht) is kept constant, r in Eq. (43) will increase by the

same factor b. The incident wave amplitude in Eq. (42) is

decreased by the factor b as long as the wave dissipation is

negligible. The decrease in the integrand in the surface inte-

gral for W in Eq. (41) by the factor b2 is exactly compen-

sated by the increase in dr3 ¼ r3dr3du. This is closely

related to the fact that as long as the dissipation is negligi-

ble, the energy of the body waves (as opposed to the inter-

face seismo-acoustic waves) reaching the ocean surface

remains unchanged when the depth of a compact seismic

source varies.

In addition to the T-phase energy, the signal duration is

another important characteristic of T waves. At distant

receivers, T-phase duration is controlled by the seismic

event (rupture) duration in the earthquake focus, normal

mode dispersion in the oceanic waveguide, and linear

dimensions of the region where the T waves are generated.

The generation of T waves caused by sound scattering

occurs with a different efficiency at various points on the

ocean surface and tends to gradually decrease with the dis-

tance from the epicenter. Assuming spatially uniform statis-

tics of the surface gravity waves, the effective radius rg of

the area around the epicenter, where the abyssal T waves are

generated, can be estimated as follows [cf. Eq. (41)]:

rg ¼ W�1

ð
rj@P r; 0ð Þ=@zj2dr: (46)

Much like WP and WSV above, rg needs to be estimated sepa-

rately for the incident waves caused by the P and SV waves

in the seabed. In terms of rg, the lower bound of the T-phase

duration can be roughly estimated as the difference 2rg/c of

the acoustic travel times from the opposite margins of the

region where the T waves are generated. Similarly, rg/c pro-

vides an estimate of the rise (onset) time of the envelope of

the T-phase waveform.

For the ballistic waves resulting from the P waves in

the seabed, from Eqs. (42), (43), and (46), we find

rg ¼
����xc AP

����
2

W�1
P

ðp

�p
du
ðp=2

0

jBP hl;uð ÞTl hlð Þj2

� H cos hlffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2

l c�2 � sin2hl

q þ D

0
@

1
A

� exp � 2alD

cos hl

� �
sin2hl dhl: (47)

The derivation of Eq. (47) is quite similar to that of Eq.

(45). For the ballistic wave resulting from the SV waves in
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the seabed, the result follows from Eq. (47) after the previ-

ously discussed change in notation. The integral on the

right side of Eq. (47) and WP depend on the source direc-

tionality and environmental parameters. In the case of an

omnidirectional source in a homogeneous medium (c ¼ cl,

Tl � 1) without dissipation, Eqs. (45) and (47) give rg

¼ 0.5p(HþD). We now show that rg remains on the order

of HþD in the general case with a possible exception for

high frequencies.

Note that the integrands in Eqs. (45) and (47) are small

when either sin hl � 1 (because of the factors sin 2hl and

sin2hl, respectively) or cos hl� 1 (because of the transmis-

sion coefficient). Hence, tan hl ¼ O(1) in the range of

hl that contributes most to the integrals. The integrand in

Eq. (47) differs from the integrand in Eq. (45) by the factor

r¼H tan h þ D tan hl, which is on the order of HþD, when

tan hl ¼ O(1). Thus, rg ¼ O(HþD) generally, and our esti-

mates indicate a longer abyssal T-phase duration for deeper

earthquakes. At sufficiently high frequencies, i.e., when

waves are strongly dissipated in the seabed over the path of

length D, the exponential factor exp ð�2alD= cos hlÞ in the

integrands of Eqs. (45) and (47) favors a small hl. It results in

smaller rg values at higher T-wave frequencies than at lower

T-wave frequencies.

Our results indicate, in agreement with the observa-

tions,63–66 that the T-phase rise (onset) time increases with

the hypocenter depth D. Furthermore, rg and the rise (onset)

time increase with the water depth H. This prediction is

opposite to that of the seafloor scattering model by de

Groot-Hedlin and Orcutt40 but agrees with the observations

analyzed by Williams et al.2

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison to other mechanisms of T-phase
generation

For the scattering of ballistic waves by a rough ocean

surface to be a significant mechanism of T-phase generation,

the resulting T waves should have a sufficiently large ampli-

tude. At the very least, surface scattering should excite the

acoustic normal modes much more efficiently than these are

excited in a horizontally stratified ocean with the plane, hor-

izontal boundaries and interfaces.

The direct excitation of the T waves, which have phase

and group speeds close to the sound speed c in water, by

seismic sources in a layered media is very weak because of

the exponential attenuation of the shape functions of the cor-

responding normal modes in the seabed.1,3,41 For a rough

semiquantitative estimate of the direct excitation, we model

the seabed as a homogeneous fluid half-space with the sound

speed cb > c. The seismic wave source is modeled as a point

monopole acoustic source with A ¼ A0d(x) d(y) d(z – D) in

Eq. (3). (The conclusions remain essentially unchanged for

the more complicated dipole or quadrupole sources.) From

Eqs. (2), (3), and (6), we find that the power flux JðDÞn

¼ xjA2
0jf 2

n ðH þ DÞ=8 in the nth mode, generated in a layered

medium by a point source at the earthquake focus. Here, A0 is

the source amplitude. The acoustic pressure is evanescent in

the seabed: fnðH þ DÞ ¼ fnðHÞexp �xD
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c�2

n � c�2
b

q� �
;

where fn(H) can be estimated from Eq. (7): f 2
n ðHÞ � 2q(0)/H.

When estimating JðDÞn ; one has to use the shear wave speed

rather than the larger compressional wave speed for cb

because the evanescent shear waves attenuate more slowly

below the seafloor and provide a stronger coupling of the seis-

mic source to the normal modes that we consider [i.e., a larger

value of fn(HþD)].

The resulting expression for the power flux in the nor-

mal mode directly excited by the seismic source should be

compared to the power flux in the same mode excited due

to the scattering of ballistic waves at the rough ocean sur-

face. To estimate the average power flux JðWÞn caused by

the scattering by the wind waves on the ocean surface, we

employ Eq. (19) and the estimates of the spatial average

of the surface roughness spectrum hSgi � q�2
p r2

g=2p
¼ ð0:091Þ2r4

g=2p (Secs. III A and III C) and the radius of

the contributing region on the ocean surface rg � HþD
(Sec. III C). For the modal power flux resulting from the

scattering by the wind waves, we arrive at the estimate

J Wð Þ
n �

p2xr4
g H þ Dð Þ2 sin2vn

2 0:091ð Þ2q 0ð Þc2 0ð ÞH

����@P

@z

����
z¼0

����
2

: (48)

In terms of the amplitude A0 of the omnidirectional point

source, for the ballistic waves on the ocean surface at the

epicenter, we have j@P=@zj ’ x2qbTð0ÞjA0j=4pðH þ DÞ;
where qb ¼ Mq(0) is the seabed density and T is the trans-

mission coefficient [Eq. (44)].

Combining the above estimates, we find that

F1 ¼
J Wð Þ

n

J Dð Þ
n

� sin2vn

2 0:091ð Þ2
xrg

c 0ð Þ

� �4 Mc Hð Þ
c Hð Þ þMcb

" #2

� exp 2xD
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c�2

n � c�2
b

q� �
(49)

for the ratio of the acoustic power fluxes in the T waves at the

surface scattering and direct excitation in the layered wave-

guide. The ratio F1 characterizes the relative significance of

the scattering by the wind waves compared to the direct exci-

tation. Note that F1 rapidly increases with the sound fre-

quency, roughness amplitude, and earthquake focus depth.

With vnffi 0.1 rad, cnffi 1500 m/s, and cb ffi 4000 m/s, Eq. (49)

predicts that the scattering caused by the wind waves gener-

ates T waves hundreds of dBs stronger than the direct excita-

tion at frequencies as low as 1 Hz and rms surface elevations

as small as rg ¼ 0.3 m even for rather shallow earthquakes

with D ¼ 10 km (or at 2 Hz with even smaller D ¼ 5 km).

Thus, the excitation resulting from the surface scattering of

the ballistic body waves dominates over the direct excitation

at all of the T-phase frequencies as expected.

In a full-wave, 2-D SPECFEM (Spectral Finite Element

Method) simulation, Bottero8 compared the T-phase genera-

tion at a large-scale bathymetric feature (a 6 km-long, 12
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bottom slope centered on the earthquake epicenter) with

contributions due to the sound scattering by a compact scat-

terer on the ocean surface. The scatterer was intended to

roughly represent a large commercial vessel. Bottero found

that in his model, the compact surface scatterers (“ships”)

were as strong a T-wave source as the downslope conversion

on the large bathymetric feature.8 Although the target

strength of the scatterer in Ref. 8 is much larger than that of

the actual ships of the same dimensions,67 the full-wave

simulation results8 are extremely valuable as the first rigor-

ous comparison of the efficiency of the surface scattering

and downslope conversion as the T-phase sources. By an

analytic evaluation of the T-phase generation by the com-

pact scatterer considered in Ref. 8 and the wind waves, the

numerical results8 have been used to demonstrate67 that the

sound scattering by the wind waves dwarfs the contribution

of the scattering by the ships in 3-D and can generate T
waves at least as efficiently as the presumably dominant3

generation mechanism of the downslope conversion on large

bathymetric features.

We now provide a direct, semiquantitative comparison

of the energy of the T waves that are generated in a 3-D

ocean by either a large bathymetric feature (a seamount) or

sound scattering caused by the gravity waves on the ocean

surface. Let an isolated seamount or a small island be

located at a distance R from the epicenter. The seamount

rises from the otherwise horizontal seafloor to the ocean sur-

face. The width of the seamount in the azimuthal direction

is l. It is small compared to R and large compared to the

water depth H and acoustic wavelengths in the T-wave fre-

quency band. The surface of the seamount makes an angle c
with the horizontal plane. The amplitude of the normal com-

ponent of the oscillatory velocity of the surface of the sea-

mount differs from the velocity amplitude in the ballistic

waves at the ocean surface at the epicenter by the factor

w > 0, which includes the effects of the geometric spreading

and wave attenuation in the bottom. For a seamount at range

R�DþH from the epicenter, the ratio of the ballistic wave

amplitudes at the seamount and on the ocean surface at the

epicenter w � exp(–aR)(HþD)/R, where a stands for the

attenuation coefficient of the P or S waves in the seabed.

Consider the vertical cross section of the ocean from its

surface to the foot of the seamount where it meets the hori-

zontal seafloor. In this cross section, the horizontal compo-

nent of the particle velocity due to the seismic waves of

frequency x in the seamount can be estimated as

v1 ¼
2w sin c

xq

����@P

@z

����
� exp iU zð Þ þ i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2c�2 � b2

q
H� zð Þcot c

� �
sin bz;

where the factor 2i sin bz accounts for the interference of

the incident and surface reflected acoustic waves with the

vertical wavenumber b, U describes the variation of the

phase of the seismic waves along the seamount slope, and

@P=@z is evaluated on the ocean surface at the earthquake’s

epicenter. Using the normal mode orthogonality to find the

modal components of the horizontal velocity, we obtain

J SMð Þ
n ¼ 4w2l sin2c

xnnq 0ð Þ
j @P

@z
j2jU2

nj; (50)

Un ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q 0ð Þ

q ðH

0

dz
fn sin bz

q

� exp iUþ i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2c�2 � b2

q
H � zð Þcot c

� �
(51)

for the acoustic power flux in the nth mode, generated by

the oscillations of the seamount surface. Here, we disre-

garded guided acoustic mode penetration into the seabed

and used the mode normalization condition Eq. (7).

Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and normaliza-

tion condition [Eq. (7)], the upper bound of the integral Un

[Eq. (51)] can be estimated as jU2
nj � qð0Þ

ÐH
0

dzq�1 sin2bz
’ H=2: A more accurate estimate of Un, which accounts for

the oscillations of the integrand with z, is

jUnj � 2�1=2 x2c�2 0ð Þ � n2
n


 ��1=4

¼ 2xc�1 0ð Þsin vn

� 	�1=2
; (52)

where vn is the grazing angle at the ocean surface. The esti-

mate [Eq. (52)] refers to the modes with significant ampli-

tudes throughout the water column. At higher frequencies,

there may be modes with deep turning points, which are

very weakly manifested at the ocean surface and seafloor.

These normal modes are not considered here.

From Eqs. (48), (50) and (52), we find that

F2 ¼
J Wð Þ

n

J SMð Þ
n

� p2R2 exp 2aRð Þ sin3vn

4 0:091ð Þ2lH sin2c

xrg

c 0ð Þ

� �4

(53)

for the ratio of the modal power fluxes resulting from the

surface scattering and the seamount. The ratio increases

with the range R, surface roughness, and, in agreement with

the observations,32 the T-wave frequency. It is larger for the

steeper normal modes (larger vn) and smaller for the bigger

(larger l) and steeper (larger c) seamounts.

Depending on the environmental parameters and the

wave frequency, F2 can be large (i.e., the surface scattering

dominates) or small (i.e., the contribution of the surface

scattering is negligible) compared to unity. Let vn ¼ 0.1, c
¼ 0.4, H ¼ 4 km, the angular azimuthal dimension of the

seamount as seen from the epicenter l/R ¼ 0.1, and the rms

surface elevation rg ¼ 1 m. (All angles are in radians.) To

estimate the attenuation coefficient, we use a compressional

wave speed of 8 km/s and Q-factor of 400.68,69 [The attenua-

tion coefficient equals 27.3 QP
�1 dB per wavelength in a

wave with the quality factor QP.] Then, according to Eq.

(53), the surface scattering creates T waves as strong as

those resulting from a seamount at the range R ¼ 400 km

from the epicenter at the frequency of about 5.0 Hz, while
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the surface scattering is the stronger T-wave source at higher

frequencies. For R ¼ 600, 300, 200, and 100, the transition

frequency at which F2 ¼ 1 shifts to about 3.7, 6.2, 8.3, and

13.5 Hz, respectively.

Because of their shorter wavelength and smaller quality

factors, the attenuation in the seabed plays a bigger role for

the shear waves than the compressional waves. Therefore,

the ratio F2 [Eq. (53)] is larger for the shear-wave contribu-

tions of the seamount oscillations. Let the shear wave speed

and Q-factor be 4 km/s and 200, respectively. Then, Eq. (53)

gives rather low transition frequencies of 5.6, 3.3, and

2.4 Hz for R ¼ 100, 200, and 300 km, respectively.

It should be emphasized that Eq. (53) provides an esti-

mate rather than an accurate prediction of the relative signif-

icance of the surface scattering and a large topographic

feature as the T-wave sources. On the other hand, our esti-

mates of the contribution of the surface scattering are con-

servative in the sense that the sea swell is expected to

contribute to the T-wave generation at least as much as the

wind waves (Sec. III B), and typical values of rg are larger

for most of the World Ocean45 than the 1 m assumed in our

estimates.

Thus, the scattering by the surface gravity waves is

expected to provide a significant contribution to the T-phase

energy, which is comparable to the contribution resulting

from a downslope conversion on a seamount. In addition,

being generated around the earthquake epicenter, the surface

scattering contribution will generally separate from the

bathymetric contributions by its arrival time and azimuth.

B. Extensions of the theory

In Secs. II and III, we have assumed that the ocean is

range independent when averaged over the time-dependent

variations caused by the surface and internal gravity waves.

This assumption may be too restrictive for the entire propa-

gation path to distant receivers from the abyssal T-wave

generation site in the vicinity of the earthquake epicenter.

However, the assumption is sufficient to evaluate the acous-

tic energy of the abyssal T waves and its modal distribution

in the real ocean. Indeed, outside of the relatively small

region where the T waves are generated, the acoustic energy

of the scattered wave is conserved and is the same in the

near field as in the far field as long as the acoustic dissipa-

tion is negligible. The normal-mode distribution of the T-

phase energy also remains unchanged in the horizontally

inhomogeneous ocean as long as the adiabatic approxima-

tion55 is applicable. After the normal mode amplitudes in

the T-phase spectrum are calculated as described in Secs.

II–III, the field can be readily propagated to long ranges

with a full account of the sound absorption using the adia-

batic approximation, the coupled-mode, or the parabolic-

equation propagation models.

We have focused on the contributions of gravity waves

in the ocean in the T-phase generation. However, the theory

of excitation of the normal modes of the oceanic waveguide

by the scattering of body waves, as expressed by Eqs. (10),

(17), and (26), can be applied to other types of surface and

volume scatterers. One important application is to the

T-phase generation at the scattering by volume inhomogene-

ities within the seabed and roughness of the seafloor and

sediment layer interfaces. This T-phase excitation mecha-

nism has been previously considered41,42 for the coupling

within the discrete spectrum of the seismo-acoustic field.

Arguably, the continuous spectrum (ballistic body waves)

make a stronger contribution to the T-wave excitation by

bottom scattering than the directly excited discrete spectrum

modes, especially for earthquakes with deeper foci. The

application of the theory developed in this paper would

allow one to better constrain the effective sources of the T
waves on the seafloor and within the seabed (including their

spatial distribution, directionality, and frequency depen-

dence), which were either not related quantitatively to the

environmental properties41 or arbitrarily assigned22,39,40 in

the previous work.

Our finding that the contribution of the ballistic waves

scattering by the internal gravity waves into T-phase genera-

tion is negligible compared to the contribution of the ocean

surface roughness does not necessarily mean that the vol-

ume scattering in the water column plays no role in this

problem. At long-range propagation, internal waves contrib-

ute to the coupling of the modes generated by the surface

scattering to the modes confined in the SOFAR channel.

Furthermore, the water column contains many different

types of inhomogeneities in a wide range of spatial scales.

The scattering of the infrasound generated by air guns from

the thermohaline fine structure is successfully used in seis-

mic oceanography to measure the physical parameters of the

water column.70,71 The frequency band and propagation

directions of the incident waves that are exploited in the

seismic oceanography experiments70,71 are comparable to

those of the ballistic infrasound waves in the ocean resulting

from underwater earthquakes. Thus, the seismic oceanogra-

phy observations suggest that the contributions of the fine

structure inhomogeneities into the scattering of ballistic

waves from the earthquakes are non-negligible. Further

research is needed to evaluate this mechanism of the volume

scattering and its possible contribution to T-phase genera-

tion by volume scattering.

Evers et al.13 reported observations of T waves in the

ocean and their atmospheric counterpart, guided infrasonic

waves in the atmosphere, which were generated by the same

underwater earthquake. The quantitative explanation of the

atmospheric observations remains elusive. We hypothesize

that, akin to the abyssal T-phases, guided infrasonic waves

in the atmosphere were excited by the scattering of the

earthquake-generated body waves on the rough ocean sur-

face and/or turbulence and internal gravity waves in

the atmospheric boundary layer. Although quantitative

analysis of the observations13 is beyond the scope of this

paper, it should be noted that Eqs. (10), (17), and (26) can

be employed to assess the scattering hypothesis. A distinc-

tive feature of the atmospheric observations by Evers

et al.13 is the low-frequency cutoff in the spectrum of the
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earthquake-generated infrasound. The observations of the

low-frequency cutoff are consistent with the predictions of

Eqs. (10) and (17), as illustrated in Fig. 3 for T waves in the

ocean, and provide strong support for the application of the

surface scattering hypothesis to the atmospheric manifesta-

tions of underwater earthquakes.

V. CONCLUSION

The theory, which is developed in this paper from the

first principles, offers a quantitative explanation of the ubiq-

uitous observations of the efficient generation of T waves in

the vicinity of the earthquake epicenter, including the earth-

quakes under abyssal plains with a relatively smooth sea-

floor. The wind waves and sea swell on the ocean surface

have sufficient amplitudes for the T-phase excitation and are

rich in the spatial scales needed for the Bragg scattering of

ballistic body waves from the earthquake focus into the

acoustic normal modes of the oceanic waveguide.

Surface scattering favors the acoustic modes, which

span most of the water column, and is consistent with the T-

wave observations by the receivers on the seafloor. The

observations of the low-frequency cutoff in the T-wave

spectra find their natural explanations in the spectral proper-

ties of the sea surface roughness. The weak correlation

between the T-phase amplitude and hypocentral depth fol-

lows directly from a ray representation of the ballistic waves

in a horizontally stratified fluid-solid environment. Ocean

surface scattering also offers a simple explanation for the

observations of the increase in the T-phase onset time with

the water depth and hypocentral depth.

The contributions of the scattering by the internal grav-

ity waves into T-wave generation are found to be negligible

compared to the contributions of the surface gravity waves,

among which the sea swell is expected to be the biggest con-

tributor. The calculation of the wind-wave contribution to

the conversion of the ballistic waves into T waves at the sur-

face scattering gives the lower bound of the abyssal T-wave

energy.

Our focus on the gravity wave contributions to the T-

phase generation is not meant to imply that other, previously

identified mechanisms are weak or unimportant. To under-

stand the T-wave excitation, we suggest considering the

sound scattering at the ocean surface in addition to the sea-

floor scattering and the seismic wave interaction with large

bathymetric features. Presumably, depending on the local

conditions, either the ocean surface scattering or the seafloor

scattering may be the dominant mechanism of the abyssal T-

phase generation or the two mechanisms may provide com-

parable contributions. The theory developed in this paper is

expected to help in identifying the surface scattering contri-

butions in the appropriate T-phase data.

Rigorous 3-D, full-wave numerical modeling (e.g.,

using the SPECFEM approach12,17–19) of the T-phase in an

ocean model, which combines a large bathymetric feature

with a realistic representation of the rough ocean surface,

appears to be the logical next step in the investigation of the

ocean surface scattering as a T-wave generation mechanism

and ascertaining its significance. Further research is also

needed to evaluate the significance of the sound scattering

by the thermohaline fine structure and other water-column

inhomogeneities as possible additional sources of the abys-

sal T waves and extend the theory to the atmospheric coun-

terpart13 of the T-phase phenomenon.
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